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This invention relates generally to structural units to be 
used in erecting buildings and in supporting structures of 
various types. More particularly, the invention relates 
to a multi-piece readily assembled building beam, post 
or like structural unit which has particular utility in sup 
porting metal awnings and covers or roofs for patios, car 
ports, farm storage buildings and the like. 
The structural unit of the present invention is com 

prised of a plurality of discrete preformed structural 
members each of which includes means interengageable 
with others of the structural members whereby the body 
of the unit may be readily and easily assembled from 
the individual members. The structural members em 
ployed desirably are formed of sheet material, such as a 
suitable aluminum or steel alloy or a high str nnth plastic, 
and are completely preformed so that assembly of a struc 
tural unit from a plurality of structural members may be 
effected rapidly and easily on the job without requiring 
special tools and without requiring a permanent deforma 
tion or distortion of any part or" the various members dur 
ing or following the assembly procedure. The structural 
members desirably are made from sheet material which 
has an inherent degree of resilience so that temporary 
distortion of certain parts of the respective members dur 
ing assembly of the structural unit may be effected if it 
is desired that the respective members be snap locked 
into tight ?tting engagement with each other. If desired, 
however, sufficient clearance may be provided between 
the respective surfaces of the respective structural mem 
bers to be interengaged to allow for relative sliding move 
ment therebetween during assembly of the structural unit. 
Hereinafter reference will be directed to the novel con 
struction of the structural unit as being embodied in a 
generally horizontally extending overhead beam intended 
to support a roof type structure but it should be under 
stood that this invention may be embodied in various 
structural or load supporting arrangements in which light 
weight and high strength are desired. For example, the 
structural unit of this invention also may be employed as 
a supporting post to be vertically arranged in a general 
ly upright position for supporting a patio cover and the 
like. . 
The subject building beam is of light weight hollow 

construction and possesses high strength as a result of 
the novel interengagement of its respective parts. The 
structural members of the beam are interengaged in a 
manner which imparts a generally polygonal cross-sec 
tion to the beam, desirably in the nature of a rectangle. 
While multi-piece hollow sheet metal building beams 

have been known generally in the art heretofore, such 
prior art constructions frequently require deformation of 
predetermined portions of the beam to effect secure inter 
engagement between the respective members thereof. Al 
ternatively, welding or other fastening operations fre 
quently are employed with prior art constructions to pre 
clude separation of the respective pieces thereof. 
With the present invention, welding operations, the use 

of fasteners or the like are entirely unnecessary to pre 
clude separation of the discrete structural members which 
make up the beam. Similarly, permanent deformation 
of any portion of the respective beam structural members 
to effect rigid and secure interlocked engagement of the 
respective members with each other also is entirely un 
necessary. The only deformation of the structural mem 
bers of this invention is of a temporary nature when 
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2 
the respective members are assembled by snap locking 
the members into engagement with each other. 

Objects of the present invention, among others, include 
the provision of a hollow light weight and high strength 
building beam which may be stored and shipped in dis 
assembled condition and which may be readily assembled 
on the job without requiring special tools; the provision 
of means extending longitudinally of the beam and/or 
transversely thereof for reinforcing and strengthening the 
same; the provision of means for precluding inadvertent 
separation of the respective structural members of the 
beam after the same has been assembled; the provision 
of i cans in conjunction with the building beam by means 
of which cover structure of a building may be ?rmly se 
cured to the beam; the provision of means in combina 
tion with the beam whereby water deposited on a cover 
structure supported by the beam may be conducted away 
from the cover structure for disposition; the provision of 
a building beam having a curved or otherwise arched con 
?guration for imparting other than a ?at con?guration to 
the building structure supported thereby; and a method 
of assembling a plurality of preformed structural mem 
bers into an assembled beam. These and other objects of 
the invention will become apparent from a study of the 
following speci?cation. 

Reference is directed to the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

1516. l is an isometric end view of an assembled build 
ing beam of this invention illustrating the interengage 
ment between the various structural members which 
comprise the same; 
FIGS. 2 through 5 are schematic illustrations of modi 

?cations of the interengagement between respective struc- ‘ 
tural members of the beam; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view of a modi?ed beam illustrat~ 

ing means for reinforcing the same longitudinally there 
of; 
FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 6 illustrating another 

modi?ed construction of the subject beam; 
PEG. 8 is an isometric schematic view illustrating the 

manner in which two structural members of the beam may 
be snap locked into interengagement with each other dur 
ing the beam assembly operation; 
FIG. 9 is a plan view of a modi?ed construction of 

one structural member of the building beam; 
FIG. 10 is a partial cut away side view of the structural 

member of PEG. 9 taken along line iii-19 thereof; 
FIGS. 11 and 12 are a sectional view and an isometric 

view respectively of the structural member of FIGS. 9 
and 10 having attached thereto means for conducting 
water along the length of the structural member; 
FIG. 13 is a sectional View of a beam which incorpo 

rates therein a structural member of the type shown in 
FIGS. 11 and 12 having fastening thereto one form of 
cover structure of a building; 
P16. 14 is a plan view or" the beam construction of 

FIG. 13; 
FIG. '15 is a longitudinal sectional view of the beam 

taken in the plane of line 15—15 of FIG. 13; 
FIG. 16 is a generally schematic illustration of modi 

?ed means for maintaining cover structure of a building 
in engagement with the supporting beams thereof; 
FIGS. 17 through 19 illustrates means for transversely 

reinforcing a beam of this invention for minimizing the 
possibility of collapse thereof when in use; 

FIG. 20 is an isometric View of a pair of subject beams 
used for supporting a metal patio cover; 
FIG. 21 is an isometric view of a beam of this inven 

tion having a longitudinally arched con?guration. 
As pointed out heretofore, prior art beams of hollow 

sheet metal construction have been known generally but 
frequently such prior art beams require deformation of 
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the respective structural members of the beam to pre 
clude separation thereof after assembly. While such de 
formation may be possible with a readily bendable mate 
rial, such as soft aluminum, if the beam is to be imparted 
with high strength, strong and generally rigid materials 
such as alloys of steel or aluminum are required. De 
formation of such strong materials to effect assembly of 
the beam would be possible only with great difficulty and 
only if special tools were employed. 
The subject invention requires no permanent deforma 

tion of the preformed structural members in the assembly 
of a building beam regardlessof the material chosen for 
the structural members and accordingly no special tools 
or the like are required. Similarly, no welding or like 
fastening operations are required as also is frequently 
true of prior art construction. As a result, the beams 
of this invention vmay be stored and shipped in disassem 
bled condition to conserve space and expense and assem 
bled on the job by unskilled workmen without requiring 
the use of any special tools. The only tool which may 
occasionally be employed is a mallet or hammer, prefer 
ably with a rubber or like non-marring head, for tapping 
respective structural members into snap locked interen 
gagement with each other when a particularly snug ?t 
between respective members is encountered. 

It is contemplated that under certain situations it may 
be desirable that the respective structural members of the 
beam be slidably interengaged. This may be permitted 
by providing su?icient clearance between the respective 
portions of the structural members which are to be inter 
engaged. A snap locked interconnection is preferred, 
however, in that a more rigid interengagement between 
the beam members is provided which virtually eliminates 
any play between the interengaged members and results 
in a stronger beam. 7 

Referring to FIG. 1, one modi?cation of a beam, gen 
erally designated 1, is illustrated which is comprised of 
a plurality of discrete completely preformed sheet struc 
tural members which de?ne the respective walls of the 
beam. It has-been found that desirably the structural 
members of the beam are arranged to impart a generally 

' rectangular cross-section to the beam body de?ned by an 
opposite pair of’ side walls and opposite top and bottom 
walls interengaged at the beam corners. Other generally 
polygonal con?gurations also could be employed, how 
ever. 
The pair of opposite side Wall structural members 2 

and 3 desirably are substantially identical. The bottom 
of the beam is de?ned by a preformed structural member 
4 as is the top 6 of the beam. In the embodiment of 
FIG. 1 top and bottom members 4 and 6 are substantially 
identical but are reversely oriented. It should be under‘ 
stood, as will be brought out hereinafter, that under cer 
tain conditions the top and bottom structural members 
may be of substantially different con?gurations and con 
structions. ' 

Beams of the various types illustrated herein may be‘ 
formed in any desired lengths to meet a particular need. 
If found suitable, long structural members may be assem 
bled into a long beam which after assembly may be cut 
on the job into shorter beams of the suitable lengths re 
quired for a particular job. If the beam is formed from 
an aluminum alloy, such cutting may be effected with a 
conventional hand saw while mechanized saws may b 
more effective for cutting steel beams. i i , 

Irrespective of the sheet material, from which the 
structural members of the beam are formed,- each struc- 
tural member of the beam includes preformed‘ means 
interengag‘eable and interlockable with meanson the 
other structural members so that a sturdy, rigid beam 
may be assembled.‘ . 

In the beam of FIG. 1, top andbottom members 4 
and 6 eachcomprises a central web portion 7 and 8 re 
spectively. The bottom member 4 has substantially 
planar opposite marginal’ edge portions 9 and 11 inte 
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grally connected thereto by bent shoulder sections 12 and 
13 which converge in the upward direction interiorly of 
the beam. Similarly, the top structural member 6 has 
substantially planar marginal edge portions 14 ‘and 16 
integrally connected by bent shoulder sections 17 and 18 
to the central web portion 8 thereof. In this manner 
each of the top and bottom structural members is pro 
vided with a shallow depressed central channel which 
lies on a different level relative to the marginal edge 
portions thereof. In the embodiment illustrated, the de 
pressed central webs of the top and bottom structural 
members are generally flat but other con?gurations also 
could be employed if so desired. 

Because the structural members which de?ne opposite 
side walls of the beam desirably are substantially idene 
tical only structural side wall member 2 will be speci? 
cally described. 
the construction of side wall member 3 is the same with 
such side Wall member being only oppositely oriented. 
Similar reference numerals primed are employed to de 
note portions of member 3 which correspond to similar 
portions of member 2. , 

Side wall member 2 comprises a central web 19 along , 
opposite upper and lower margins of which upper and 
lower slot forming means or structures 21 and 22 are pro 
vided which extend the full length of the member. Slot 
structure 21 is de?ned by a ?rst ?ange 23 integrally con 
nected to web 19 and which is bent generally outwardly 
at right angles relative thereto. A second ?ange 24 is 
integrally connected to ?ange 23 along a reverse bend 25 
so that a preformed slot 26 is provided therebetween. 
Desirably the opposing faces of the ?anges are spaced 
from each other a distance substantially equal to the 
thickness or gauge of the sheet material from which the 
top structural member of the beam is formed. Flange 
23 extends outwardly generally normal to the central web 
19 while the ?ange 24 extends in an opposite direction 
and overlies ?ange 23 and extends in an inward direc 
tion beyond the plane of web 19. If desired, ?ange 24 
may converge slightly relative to ?ange 23. 7 

Flange 24 terminates in an inwardly extending lip 27 
bent along a well de?ned line 28 to extend at a prede 
termined angle relative to the ?ange 24. The inclina 
tion of the bent shoulder 17 of the top wall of the beam 
and the inclination of lip 27 relative to a common ref 
erence plane are substantially the same but the degree of’ 
such inclination is not critical. Lip 27 is snugly en 
gaged with the bent shoulder 17 and precludes inad 
vertent separation of the side wall member 2 and top 
member 6 in that it partially restricts the slot 26 so that 
the marginal edge portion 9 of the bottom structural mem 
ber cannot inadvertently be withdrawn therefrom. De 
sirably‘ the length of ?ange 24 is generallyequal to the 
length of marginal edge portion 14 of top member 6 so 
that‘a snug and secure interlocking engagement can be 
effected therebetween. , 

Slot structure 22 at the lower marginal edge of side 
. wall member 2 is substantially identical to the aforemen 

75, 

tioned described upper slot structure and is interengaged 
in the same manner with the marginal edge portion 9 of 
the beam bottom member. ' . 

In the assembled beam construction of FIG. 1 the re 
spective bent lips of the opposite preformed side wall 
members generally converge inwardly of the beam rela 
tive to each other as do the respective bent shoulders of 
the preformed top and bottom members. 

Modi?ed interengaged bent lip and shoulder construc 
tions are schematically shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. For 
sake of clarity, clearance between the relative members 
is illustrated but a snug ?t as shown in FIG. 1 is more . 
desirable. In FIG. 2, the bent lip 27 and bent shoulder 
17 of the respective structural members extend general 
ly parallel to the plane of central web 19 of side mem 
ber 2. In FIG. 3, bent lip 27 and ‘bent section 17 are re 
versely bent relative to ?ange 24 and are generally hook 

It should be understood, however, that‘ 
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shaped in cross-section. That is, the respective bent lips 
of the side wall members are formed to diverge interior 
ly of the cam relative to each other as do the bent shoul 
ders of the respective top and bottom members. 

In FIG. 4 a modi?ed top and/or bottom structural 
member 6 is shown in which spaced elongated longitu 
dinal grooves 3t} and 31 are preformed therein into which 
bent lips 27 and 27' of the side wall members 2 and 3 
are positioned to preclude lateral disengagement of the 
structural members. With this construction the bent 
shoulders 17 and 1'7’ of the top member form one Wall 
of the respective grooves with other bent shoulders 32 
and 32’ forming the other walls of the grooves. As used 
in the claims herein, the grooves provide the central web 
of the top member with a depressed construction also. 
A still further modi?cation of the interengaged lip and 

shoulder arrangement is shown in FIG. 5 'm which the 
marginal edge portion 14 of the top structural member of 
the beam is provided with a bent biting lip 33 which in 
creases the frictional engagement between the marginal _ 
edge portion and the ?ange 23 which defines the slot 
structure of the side wall member 2 of the beam. The bit 
ing lip 33 could also be bent in the opposite direction if 
desired. 

It should be understood that the modi?ed construc 
tions herein illustrated are exemplary only and that other 
variations of the disclosed beam structural members are 
contemplated also. 

In the beam embodiment shown in FIG. 6, a modi?ed 
ide wall construction is shown in which the central webs 
of the opposite side wall members 2 and 3 are provided 
with alternately internally and externally directed longi 
tudinally extending ribs R which strengthen and reinforce 
the beam in the longitudinal or axial direction. Any suit 
able number of ribs may be employed. While the rein 
forced construction of H8. 6 is illustrated with the 
particular interlocked lip and shoulder engagement shown 
in FIG. 3, it should be understood that reinforced ribs 
may be employed with any of the beam modi?cations 
disclosed herein. 
The reinforced beam construction of FIG. 7 is gen 

erally similar to that shown in FIG. 6 with a different 
beam bottom structural member 36 being employed there 
with. Such bottom member before being assembled into 
the beam is generally flat rather than being preformed 
in shallow channel shape as was true of the bottom mem 
bers hereinbefore described. Because the sheet material 
employed for the beam members possesses substantial re 
silience it may be bowed somewhat when it is interen 
gaged in the slots of the side wall members 2 and 3. In 
this construction, the interlock between the bottom mem 
ber and the side wall members is not as positive as when 
a prefor ed bottom member is employed but substantial 
frictional engagement is produced with this construction 
which provides a rigid building beam which resists strong 
ly any inadvertent separation. A ?at structural mem 
ber may be employed in instances where beam cost is a 
factor in that ?at members are somewhat less expensive 
than preformed members. 
As noted previously, if su?icient clearance is provided 

in the preformed slots of the side wall members the re 
spective side wall and top and bottom members may be 
slidably interengaged. Generally, and preferably, how 
ever, a more secure beam is provided if a more snug fit 
is produced between the marginal edge portion of one 
structural member and a preformed slot of another. 
Similarly, in beams of substantial lengths, such as those 
twenty feet or longer, sliding of the members longitudi 
nally of each other is somewhat difficult to effect. 
The subject structural members preferably’ are snap 

locked into hiterengagement with each other in the man 
ner shown FIG. 8. in the construction illustrated a top 
member 6 and one side wall member 3 are shown being 
interengaged but the other members which make up the 
beam are similarly interengageable during beam assem 
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bly. The first assembly step is to arrange the members 
so that the central webs thereof extend generally normal 
to each other. Next, one end of a marginal edge por 
tion 16 of the top member is engaged in an end of pre 
formed slot 26' of the side wall member. In this position, 
the ?anges 23/ and 24' which make up the slot are angu 
larly arranged in the longitudinal direction relative to the 
marginal edge portion 16. Because side member 3 is 
made from a generally resilient material, temporary defor 
mation of ?ange 24’ to the extent necessary may be 
e?ected so that the end of edge portion 16 may be in 
serted in slot 25’ to im'tiate interengagement thereof. 
With the structural members in the position shown in 

FIG. 8 it merely is necessary to urge the members to 
wards each other in the direction shown by the arrows so 
that the marginal edge portion 16 is progressively in 
serted into the preformed slot of the side wall member. 
A workman may readily elfect interengagement by using 
his hands and squeezing or forcing the members toward 
each other along the length of the members until the gap 
therebetween is closed. No special tools are required 
for the assembly operation and no additional fastening 
arrangement, such as spot welding or bolting, is required. 
However, if the structural members are formed from a 
relatively rigid material, such as sheet steel, a mallet type 
hammer may be employed to tap the members into inter 
engagement. 
The natural resiliency of the sheet material from which 

the members desirably are formed permits temporary dis 
tortion of the flange 24' and/or bent lip 27' during the 
interlocking engagement until the marginal edge portion 
is of the one member is fully engaged in the preformed 
slot. Upon interengagement, the members will return 
automatically to their original preformed con?gurations. 
in this manner, no permanent distortion of the structural 
members during beam assembly is required as is frequent 
ly true of prior art devices. 
While no particular dimensional relationships between 

the relative structural members have been set out because 
the size of the members may be varied to meet a certain 
need, it should be appreciated that the bent lips of the 
side wall members are of a size su?icient to preclude 
separation of the beam members after assembly without 
unduly interfering with the snap lock interengaging pro 
cedure described. Obviously, if the bent lips are made 
unduly long, interengagement by snapiloclting may be 
made unduly difficult or may be precluded entirely. 
As noted previously, building beams of the present in 

vention are particularly well adapted for supporting a 
cover structure or rootc of a farm building, car port, patio, 
used car lot and like constructions. While conventional 
means such as screws or bolts may be employed to secure 
the cover structure to the beams, it is an important fea 
ture of this invention that fastening means may be pro 
vided integral with the building beam by which the re 
spective elements of the cover structure may be secured 
directly to the beam with a minimum of elfort and with 
out requiring separate fastening elements. FIGS. 9 to 15 
illustrate such an arrangement. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a modi?ed preformed structural mem 
ber (it? whichis intended to form the top 'wall of a beam 
and which comprises substantially ?at marginal edge por 
tions 41 and 42. which border a depressed central web 
portion 43 having a series of apertures 44 provided there 
through by striking but not completely severing a series 
of spaced tabs 45 therefrom. Tabs 46 provide means for 
fastening discrete elements such as roof slats or shingles 
of a building cover structure directly to the top of the 
beam. 
As shown in FIG. 10, tabs 46 are preformed into a 

generally S-shape and prior to their employment as fas 
tening means are located generally in the bent down posi 
tion shown in PEG. 10 to facihtate shipment and storage 
of the structural member. The tabs 46 and apertures 44 
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resulting from striking out the tabs generally are tapered 
in a longitudinal direction to facilitate forming thereof. 
The particular bent con?guration of the tabs is deter 
mined by the particular con?guration of the preshaped 
elements which comprise the cover structure. Also, the 
spacing of the tabs is determined by the dimensions of 
such elements. ' 

Referring to FIGS. 13 and 15, use of the tabs to secure 
elements of a cover structure in place above a beam is 
illustrated. With the exception of the top structural mem 
ber 40, the beam shown corresponds to the beam of FIG. 
6 in that diverging lips and shoulders are desired for a 
purpose to become known. In the embodiment shown, 
the cover structure is de?ned by a series of separate pre 
formed metal slats or shingles 48 each of which has a 
shaped cross-sectional con?guration as shown in FIG. 15. 
Each slat is substantially identical and is provided with a 
flat center section 49, bounded on each side by longitudi 
nally extending bent ridges 5t? and 51. The ridges are 
of the same general channel shape but ridge 5%) is smaller 
than ridge 51 so that a ridge 50 of one slat may be over 
lapped by a ridge 51 of another slat as shown best in 
FIG. 15. ' _ . 

' Each S-shaped tab is de?ned by a ?rst leg portion 52, 
a bent shoulder 53, and a second preshaped leg portion 
54. (See FIGS. 10 and 15.) When a structural mem 
ber 40is assembled with a beam and the beam positioned, 
)the tabs 46 are bent upwardly so that the‘ ?rst legs 52 
thereof are generally upright. In such position, a leg 
51 and bent shoulder 53 are automatically positioned to 
overlie, engage and hold down the smaller ridge 50 of a 
slat. The angle between shoulder 53 and leg 52 of the 
tab conforms generally to the curvature of the top of 
ridge 50. After one slat is secured to the top of the beam 
in this manner another slat is positioned to overlap ridge 
5t} and shoulder 53 of the tab as shown in FIG. 15. 
That is, the larger ridge SI of another slat is positioned 
to overlie small ridgeStP of an adjacent slat. Thereafter, 
second leg 54 of a'tab, the bend in which corresponds 
generally to the curvature of ridge 51, is bent down over 
ridge 51 whereby both slats are held down by the tab 
as shown in phantom lines in FIG. 15. By repeating 
this procedure, as illustrated in FIG. 14 a completed cover 
structure may be readily erected and securely maintained 
on a beam without requiring extraneous fasteners. Al 
though preshaped fastening tabs are preferred, if desired, 
the tabs may be straight originally and may be bent to 
conform to the shape of the slat ridges during erection 
of the cover structure. - " 

While in the construction of the cover structure shown 
in FIGS. 13 and 14 the respective slats 48 terminate with 
their ends spaced from each other intermediate the top 
of the structural member 40 so that a channel 55 is pro 
vided between such ends for a purpose to be described, if 
desired the slats could extend directly across the support 
ing building beam without interruption and the fastening 
tabs employed in the same manner illustrated for the 
discontinuous cover structure construction shown. 
With the particular embodiment shown in FIGS. 13 and 

14, the slats 48 of the cover structure, are discontinuous 
in the area overlying thebuilding beam for a particular 
purpose. In use of the illustrated cover structure in areas 
where rainfall can be expected, it is desirable that the 
rain deposited on the cover structure can be withdrawn 
in a controlled manner rather than having such rain run 
indiscriminately and in an uncontrolled manner from the 
cover structure onto the ground surrounding the building 
of‘ which'such cover structure forms a part. For this 
purpose, means are provided in conjunction with the 
building beam for conducting such rain water away from 
the cover structure in a controlled manner. 

' As noted previously, the central web 43 of the beam 
top has apertures 44 therethrough. As a result, rain water 
deposited on such structural member 43 may pass through ' 
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8 
the apertures 44 into the interior of the beam. Because it 
is contemplated that electrical wiring and other devices 
may be positioned to extend longitudinally of the beam 
for various purposes, it is desirable that the beam interior 
be maintained as free of water as possible to preclude 
damage to any such devices'located therein‘. For this 
purpose an elongated trough 56 is interengaged with the 
top structural member 40 of the beam and is positioned 
to depend therefrom, as shown in FIGS. 11 through 13. 

Desirably such trough includes bent lips 57 and 58 
which are slidably or snap lockingly engaged with the 
bent shoulders which integrally connect the depressed 
central web 43 of the top structural member 40 with the 
opposite marginal edge portions 41 and 42 thereof. In 
this manner, the trough 56 is securely connected to the 
structural member and extends longitudinally therealong 
so that any water deposited on the cover structure and 
which passes through channel 55 onto central web 43 will 
pass through apertures 44 and into' the trough 56. Such 
water is conducted by the trough longitudinally of the 
beam to any convenient location at which the water may 
be drawn off from the beam. That is, the water is con 
ducted to a point at which a conventional down spout 
or the like may be integrally connected to the trough so 
that Water may be discharged .from the cover structure 
in a controlled manner. . 

The particular con?guration of the trough may be 
varied as desired but in the embodiment illustrated the 
trough is generally V-shaped in cross-section, having a 
flat bottom 59 along which the rain water is free to ?ow. 
FIG. 16 illustrates a further modi?cation of the sub 

ject beam construction in which the structural members 
which de?ne the tops and/ or bottoms of spaced building 
beams are provided with modi?ed means for fastening 
a cover structure thereto. Only the top structural mem 
ber 61 of onebeam employed for holding down a cover ' 
structure will be described but it should be understood 
that a similar structural member may be employed as the 
beam bottom for supporting a ceiling panel arrangement 
if desired, as shown at the bottom of FIG. 16. 
Member 61 comprises a depressed central web 62 from 

which integrally extends an upstanding fastening head 
member 63 provided by preforming the vstructural mem 
ber with a longitudinal projection shaped as a T in cross 
section. By spacing the under side of'the head of the T 
a predetermined distance from the top of the beam as 
de?ned by the inturned flange sections 24 and 24‘ of the 
opposite side wall members 2 and 3 thereof, elements 64 
of a cover structure, whether the same be metal slats, 
shingles or any other suitable devices, may be snugly 
?tted between the T head undersurface and the top of 
the beam. In this manner, a cover structure may be 
snugly secured in place between adjacent beams which 

7 cooperate to support the overall cover structure. In the 
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same manner elements 65 of a ceiling cover structure 
may be supported by the beams if the bottom structural 
members thereof are provided with T-shaped projections. 
As noted previously, the various building beam modi 

?cations described herein may be employed'for support 
ing building'structures of many types. In FIG. 20 one 
such building structure is illustrated as an example which 
comprises’ a metal cover '70 for positioning over and 
covering a patio 71 of a residential dwelling 72. In such 
arrangement a series of spaced building beams 73 of the 
type disclosed herein are secured in any convenient and 
suitable manner, as by a base member 74, to the outer 
wall of the dwelling 72'. The free ends of the respective 
beams are supported by a series of upright posts 76 of any 
suitable construction. If desired, the posts 76 maybe of 
the same hollow construction as the beams 73; With the 
patio cover illustrated, a channel 55 for receiving rain 
water to be conducted through the beam as described pre 
viously is illustrated. When the patio cover is erected it 
is a simple matter to impart a slope to the cover to insure 
that rain water will ?ow toward the channel 55. If hol 
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low cover supporting posts 76 are employed, the Water 
trough in the beam may be operatively connected to the 
post top so that rain water may be deposited into the 
hollow post and conducted thereby to a suitable run oif 
pipe or sewer connection. 

If it is desired to impart an arched or curved con?gura 
tion to the cover structure or roof of a building, a beam 
of the subject invention may be formed with a longitudi 
nally arched con?guration as shown by the beam 85) in 
FIG. 21. Such a curved or arched beam may be formed 
from a series of four preformed structural members hav 
ing any of the interlock engagements described herein pre 
viously. Because the structural members may be snap 
locked together, assembly of an arched beam is a simple 
matter while sliding inter-engagement would be more dif 
?cult. With such construction, buildings having arched 
roofs, of the type well-known on quonset huts readily can 
be erected. It is also contemplated that arched beams of 
other than arcuate con?guration also may be employed. 
All the beams disclosed herein have a particularly attrac 
tive external con?guration so that such beams may be em 
ployed for supporting a roof or other cover structure With 
out necessitating covering of the beams to hide the same. 
Heretofore, steel criss-cross welded or bolted beam ar 
rangements were frequently employed to support patio 
covers and like building structures. Such prior art beams 
are unsightly in appearance and often necessitated cover 
ing or hiding thereof when used domestically. With the 
subject development, however, no such decorative protec 
tion is required in that the attractive appearance of the 
beam actually enhances the overall appearance of the 
cover structure. 

Furthermore, because the beams are of hollow con 
struction, as noted previously, electrical conduits and the 
like may be extended therethrough. Similarly, if beams 
of this construction are used interiorly in domestic or 
business buildings, the beams may be employed for 
conducting heated or cooled air into given locations within 
the building. 

‘Nhile generally a beam of the type illustrated herein 
possesses great rigidity and substantial strength when its 
light weight is considered, if beams of great length are to 
be employed it has been found desirable under certain 
situations to employ reinforcing means extending trans 
versely of the beam at spaced locations for strengthen 
ing and reinforcing the same against collapse without 
materially increasing the weight thereof. Such reinforc 
ing means is shown in FIGS. 19 to 21 and comprises a 
series of spaced preformed reinforcing plates 81 positioned 
at predetermined spaced locations along the length of the 
beam. Each such reinforcing plate is formed from a 
flat sheet of light weight material which is bent along 
spaced crease lines 82 and 83 to provide side wings 84 and 
8-5. The plate is slotted along lines 82 and 83 for pre 
determined distances from its opposite ends and subse 
quently bent to provide a pair of upper spaced tabs 87 
and 88 and a pair of lower spaced wings 89 and 90 which 
are bent transversely relative to the body of the reinforc 
ing plate. Similarly, ?anges 92 and 93 are bent from 
the body of the plate for the purpose to be described. 

If the reinforcing plates are to be employed with that 
embodiment of the invention in which a rain conducting 
trough 5'6 is employed, a cut out 94 corresponding gen 
erally to the shape of the rain trough as illustrated by the 
dotted'line 95 in FIG. 19 is provided in the plate so that 
the same may straddle the rain trough when the plate is 
positioned in a beam. 
As shown in FIGS. 17 and 18, the upper tabs 87 and 

88 and lower tabs 89 and 90 are interposed between the 
marginal edge portions of the upper and lower structural 
members of the beam and one ?ange which defines the 
preformed slots provided in the respective opposite side 
wall members of the beam. The bent ?anges 92 and 93 
of the beam are snugly engaged with the depressed central 
Web portions of the beam top and bottom structural mem 
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bers. In this manner, the reinforcing plates are snugly 
held in place and displacement thereof while the beam 
is installed or while it is in use is precluded. As shown 
at the right of FIG. 18, one of the reinforcing plates may 
be employed as a cap at an end of beam to impart a 
neat and ?nished appearance thereto if such beam end is 
to be open to view. 7 
The reinforcing plates may be inserted in place in the 

beam merely by positioning one of the interlocking tabs 
in a slot of a side wall member when the beam structural 
members are snap locked into interengagement in the‘ 
manner described previously. When once thus positioned, 
movement of the plate relative to the remaining beam 
structure is precluded by the snug ?t of the tabs in the 
preformed slots. 
With this arrangement inexpensive reinforcing means 

of a very sturdy nature are provided from a ?at metal 
plate desirably of the same material of that from which 
the structural members of the beam are provided. As a 
result, beams of great lengths may be employed for var 
ious purposes and collapse or failure thereof even under 
very substantial loads is precluded. 

While several modi?cations of this invention have been 
illustrated and described herein, it should be understood 
that other embodiments which may be devised by persons 
skilled in the art also are contemplated and that the 
invention should be interpreted in light of the appended 
claims. ' 

We claim: ~ 

1. An elongated, multi-corner hollow light weight and 
high strength structural unit de?ned by opposite pairs 
of elongated preformed sheet metal structural members 
?rmly interlocked with each other; one of said structural 
members comprising a depressed central web and oppo 
site marginal edge portions integrally connected along 
opposite margins of said web by bent shoulders whereby 
said one member includes a central depressed channel; 
said one member being interengaged at adjacent corners 
of said unit with two others of said structural members 
each of which comprises a central web portion and a pre 
formed slot structure extending along and integrally con 
nected to such central web portion; each said slotstruc 
ture comprising a ?rst ?ange section bent outwardly from 
the central web portion of its respective structural mem 
ber and a second flange section reversely bent inwardly 
relative to said ?rst ?ange section and spaced therefrom 
to provide a preformed slot therebetween, said second 
?ange section terminating in a bent lip spaced from said 
central web; said one structural member having its oppo 
site marginal edges lock'mgly received in the respective ' 
slots of said two other structural members with the respec 
tive bent lips of said two other members being engaged 
with the bent shoulders of said one member whereby lat 
eral separation of said one member from said two other 
structural members is precluded. 

2. The structural unit of claim 1 wherein the bent 
shoulders of said one structural member extend generally 
parallel to each other and wherein the bent lips of said 
two other structural members extend generally parallel 
to each other when said two other members are inter 
locked with said one member. 

3. The structural unit of claim 1 wherein the bent 
shoulders of said one structural member generally di 
verge relative to each other toward the interior of said 
unit and wherein the bent lips of said two other struc 
tural members also generally diverge relative to each 
other toward such unit interior. 

4. The structural unit of claim 1 wherein the bent 
shoulders of said one structural member generally con 
verge relative to each other toward the interior of said 
unit and wherein the bent lips of said two other struc 
tural members also generally converge relative to each 
other toward such unit interior. 

5. The structural unit of claim 1 wherein said bent 
shoulders of said one structural member partially de?ne 
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spaced grooves extending longitudinally of the central 
web of said one member, and wherein the bent lips of 
said two other structural members are lockingly received 
in said spaced grooves to preclude inadvertent separa 
tion of the members. ' V t 

6. An elongated hollow light weight structural unit of 
high strength which is generally rectangular in cross sec 
tion and which is de?ned by two pairs of opposite elon 
gated preformed structural ‘members which are inter 
locked with each other and which de?ne the opposite'side, 
top and bottom walls of said unit; the opposite side wall 
members of said unit being substantially identical and 
each comprising a central web and a pair of reversely 
bent slot structure's integrally connected to opposite mar 
gins of said central web; the top and bottom wall mem 
bers of said unit each including opposite marginal edge 
portions on opposite sides of a central web thereof, the 
edge portions of the respective top and bottom wall mem 
bers being lockingly received in the respective slot struc 
tures of said opposite side wall members; the slot struc 
tures of said side wall wall members terminating in bent 
lips which are cooperatively engaged with bent shoulders 
provided on the respective'top and bottom wall members 
whereby inadvertent lateral separation of' said pairs of 
members is precluded. 

7. The structural unit of claim 6 wherein said opposite 
side wall members are longitudinally ribbed to reinforce 
and strengthen said unit; . 

8. A hollow building beam or like structural unit to 
be assembled‘ from a plurality of at least four preformed 
sheet metal structural members without requiring special 
tools for assembly and without requiring permanent de 
formation of the preformed members to maintain the 
beam assembled; at least two of said members compris 
ing a central web, having slot’ structures integrally con~ 
nected to opposite margins thereof, each of said slot 
structures being de?ned by a ?rst ?ange setcion bent in 
a ?rst direction generally normal to said web, and a sec 
ond ?ange section reversely bent in a second direction 
generally normal to said web, said ?ange sectionsbeing 
spaced from each other to provide ' a preformed slot 
therebetween, said second flange section terminating in a 
bent lip which restricts straight direction insertion of 
another member into said slot; at least two others of said 
structural members including marginal edge portions lock 
ingly receivable in the respective slots of the ?rst men 
tioned two members, said two other members including 
bent shoulders engageable with the respective bent lips 
of said ?rst mentioned two members forv precluding in 
advertent separation of the members of the beam when the 
same is assembled, said beam being storable and trans 
portable in disassembled condition and being snap-lock— 
able or slidably engageable on the job without requiring 
special tools. 

9. Four elongated structural members of preformed 

structural unit of generally rectangular cross-section with 
out requiring special tools to effect such assembly, com 
prising a ?rst pair of substantially identical members to 
be located opposite each other in an assembled unit, and a 
second pair of members to be located opposite each other 
in an assembled unit; each of said ?rst pair of members 
including a central web and a slot structure extending 
along each margin of such web, each slot structure com 
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being spaced from each other whereby a preformed slot 
is provided therebetween, said second ?ange terminating 
in a bent lip lying at least partially in the plane of‘said 
slot and at least partially restricting the same; each mem 
ber of said second pair of'members including a web and 
opposite marginal edge portions connected with said web 
by bent shoulders; said four members being interengage 
able into a structural unit by inserting a marginal edge 
portion of each member of said second pair of members 
into a slot of a member of said ?rst pair of members so 
that a bent lip engages a bent shoulder and precludes in 
advertent separation of said members. 

10. A structural unit for use in erecting building struc 
tures comprising a plurality of resilient structural mem 
bers each of which is preformed and includes means 
whereby the same may be securely and readily interen 
gaged with others of said members so that said structural 
unit may be rapidly and easily assembled from said plu-, 
rality of members without use of special tools; one of said 
members including a web portion and preformed slot 

‘ means extending along a margin of said web portion, an 
other of said members including a central web having a 
marginal edge portion thereof interlockingly received in 
said preformed slot means of said one member whereby a 
corner of said structural unit is de?ned thereby, and in 

‘ terengaged lip and shoulder structure between said slot 
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'sheet material to be assembled on the job into a hollow ’ ‘ 

prising a ?rstq?ange integralwith such web and extending 65 
in a ?rst direction therefrom, a second ?ange reversely 
bent from said ?rst ?ange and extending in a second 
direction relative tosaid. web, said ?rst and second ?anges 

means and said edge portion of said interlocked members, 
said lip and shoulder structure precluding inadvertent 
lateral vseparation of said interlocked members at such 
corner and insuring secure interlocking of said. edge por 
tion in said slot means, interlocking of said edge portion 
and vsaid preformed slot means being efr‘ectable without 
requiring permanent deformation of said preformed slot 
means during such interlocking; and reinforcing plates 
spacedly positioned internally of said unit which extend 
transverse to the longitudinal direction thereof for re~ 
inforcing said unit against collapse, said reinforcing plates 
being free of permanent connection with said structural 
members of said unit and including tab means thereon in 
serted between the interlocked edge portions and the slot 
means of the structural members at corners of, said unit 
for maintaining such plates in operative position in said 
unit, said unit being free of separate longitudinally ex 
tending reinforcements between the edge portions and the 
slot means of said members whereby the weight of said 
unit is maintained at a minimum. , 

11. The structural unit of claim 10‘wherein the web 
portion of one structural member which cooperates with 
another of said structural members in de?ning a corner of 
said unit is longitudinally ribbed to strengthen and re 
inforce the same. - V 

12. The structural unit of claim 10 for use in support 
ing a roof of a building structure, wherein said structural 
unit is longitudinally arched whereby said roof may be 
imparted-with an arched non-?at con?guration. 
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